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PREfACE 
Research concerning attitudes of physical education·stu<:lents is a 
corrrrnon interest of ail physical educators. It _is a problem which is 
difficult to analyze because of the instal;>ility of,attitudes. It is 
:" 
hoped that many will benefit from this-study by trying to meet the .needs 
and wants of the rnos:t important compenentin tea¢hing, t:be students. 
I wish to express my appreciation to Miss Valerie. Colvin, who 
enthusiastically, as always , encouraged me to do. this . study. Mo~t JJil-
portant, I woqld like to express my grc!.titude tomy advisor, Dr. Ai~ B, 
Harrison, whose. guidance, pai;ience, knowledge, and µnderstanding served 
as a continual in<:lucementto prepare this-thesis. 
Also, I would like.to thank Mary Bonner. for.her typing excellence.; 
Finally, I wish. to express my deep indebtedness.to the members of· 
my family who made many sacrifices.so that I might-gain.this worthwhile 
experience. 
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In 1966 the Oklahoma State Co.rmnittee on the Improvement of Physical 
Education recc:mmended that all senior high schools be required to offer 
one full year's course in physical education. It _was required that this 
1 be taken·either in the ninth or tenth grade, 
In the public school system in Tulsa, Oklahcma, the 1967 require-
ment for physical education was two semesters each year, grades one 
through ten, This requirement was deqoeased in,1968 to one semester in 
high school by substituting one semester of driver's education provided 
the student was fifteen and one half years of age, Since 1956 the 
· requirement in physical education in Tulsa has steadily dropped from a 
three-year requirement to two semesters or one semester with the substi-
tution of driver's education for one s~ester, 
At Centrai High School in Tulsa p~icipation in all activities in 
the physical education program was required unless the student had been 
excused by a doctor from the swimming activity or frcm the entire pro-
gram. The principal also held the position to excuse some students· 
from dance activity because of religious beliefs, 
1Physical Education in Oklahoma K-12 , The State Camni t;tee on the_ 
Improvement of Instructiori-in Physical Education of the Oklahcma Cur-
riculum Improvement Commission, 1966, p, 2, 
1 
2 
There have been many studies concerning attitudes in physical edu-
cation which will be discussed later, However, in 1966 the Tulsa Public 
School Research Department conducted follow-up studies on 2,019 students 
who were graduated in 19602 from five Tulsa high schools, In 1968 a 
similar study was conducted on 4,085 students who were graduated from 
nine Tulsa high schools in 1967, 3 All students in the 1960 class were 
asked to respond to questions about the activities during their post 
high school years and evaluate their high school education, All 1967 
graduates were asked to respond to questions about the activities during 
their post high school years, A randan.sample of 320 of the.1967 grad-
uates were also asked to evaluate their high school program, The respon'-
ses in bo-th cases indicated that a very low percentage of students would 
take additional courses in physical education and even fewer would re-
take the courses they had taken in physical education. 
These responses or attitudes have· caused much concern to the 
physical educators in the Tulsa area, Although the need for physical 
education is known, it is ,difficult to recognize exactly what caused 
the development of the negative attitudes, Physical education being 
required with no consideration for body build, skill level, or prefer-
ence for· one activity over another was.one evident possible reason for 
a poor evaluation of the program, Although there were many other 
2The Class of 1960 Final Composite Report Follow-Up Study of Tulsa 
Public High School Graduates , Directed by the Research Department , 
Tulsa Public Schools, Tulsa, Oklahoma, 1966, p, 1, 
3Tue Class of 1967, ~ Follow-Up Study of the Graduates of the 
Tulsa Public Schools, Conducted by the Research Department, Tulsa., Okla-
hana, 1968, p. l, 
reasons 'Why negative attitudes might have prevailed, the writer chose 
the hypothesis that the requirement of participation in all activities 
was the principal cause for this problem, This study was then under-
taken . on students curi,ently enrolled at Tulsa Central High School to 
see if attitudes toward their physical education program could be 
improved through.some choice of activity, 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this·study was to.determine if an attitude change· 
occurred in tenth grade girls taking a "required'' physical education 
program, if .the students were allowed some choice in the selection of. 
activities. The sub-problems were: 
1. To determine the nature of attitudes of girls toward 
physical education upon.entering high school, 
2, To organize a feasible working schedule for cnoosing 
physical education activities by semester and hour 
of the day.according to the particµlar characteris-
tics of the program at· Central, These included; 
number of teachers, number of facilities, equipnent, 
level of interest and skill of students, needs of the 
students, and number of teachers and facilities avail-
able at class hours, one through six, 
3, To determine to what extent mental-emotional, psycho-
logical-physical, social, and general values were being 
developed or discouraged acco:ruing to the Wear Attitude 
Inventory, 
3 
Hypothesis of the.Study 
This study.was designed·on the.basis. of the following hypothesis: 
The attitudes of tenth grade girls participating in 
a ":required".physical education program with sqme 
choice of activities will be differ:ent fram the 
attitudes of girls in the same ."required" physical 
education program without any choice of activities, 
Importance of the Study 
4 
Education, in general, seems to represent an effort on the part of 
society to modify habits , How well the problems of tomorrow are met by 
youngsters is becoming the. prime responsibility of the teacher, There 
is same belief that the development of skills, attitudes, resources of 
mind and character, and, in short, tl).e individual represent the hope of 
continued progress, This responsibility makes the need·for understand-
ing youth and their attitudes essential. Sametimes.in physical educa-
tion we · accept that .. we are instilling social , physical, and emotional 
values as by-products fram teaching facts, principles, and skills. 
Facts, principles, and skills seem to be more easily taught and less 
time consuming than teaching helpful attitudes or correcting false ones. 
But. is the job being done? Are positive attitudes being developed with. 
the teaching methods or is change.necessary? Is .a required program 
without choice of activities meeting the needs of the students and 
developing attitudes which might motivate the students to try to meet 
their needs? 
The poor evaluation of the Tulsa physical education program by its 
former students :indicated that the students saw little need for the. 
physical education-program during·their school·years and·were unable· 
or unmterested·in using any'of the activities after they were grad-
5 
uated. Since , these students were given no choice to select activities . 
according to their interests, it _was possible that they developed no 
carry-over value and lacked understanding and appreciation for physical 
education which in turn created negative attitudes .• 
~ers presented evidence th~t high school students.over.the 
country basically share the opinions held by adults on public educa-
0 4 Al ' ' tion. so, Laurence Lipsett stated that parents, regardless of their 
social class, contributed to the capacities and skills of the child, 
5 the type of job the child will choose, and their values and goals .• 
This research has given cause for concern if we acknowledge that our 
students.will someday be adults and parents. 
According to Nancy J. Mista's thesis concerning attitudes of col-
lege women toward their high school physical.education program, those 
who enjoyed.their high scho.ol physical education had more favorable 
attitudes than those who did not enjoy their high school physical 
d ' 6 e ucation. Keogh studied attitudes of men.and wanentoward benefits 
of physical education. One of his conclusions was . that· succe.ssful 
school programs must contribute to the development of .positive .attitudes. 
4H. H. Remners. , Introduction to Opinion and Attitude Measurement , 
Harpers and B~thers, New: York, c, 1954, p. 410:-
. 5La.urence Lipset, "Social Factors in Vocational Development", The 
Personnel and Guidance Journal, Volo 40, no. 5, pp. 432-37. 
6Nancy J, Mista, "Attituqes of College Women. Toward Their High· 
School Physical Education Program", Research Quarterly, vol. 39, no. 1 
March 1968, p. 166. 
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towards continued active participation. 7 Also, in a study by Kappes 
which will be .discussed more completely later, it wc1.s suggested that 
carry-over attitudes toward activities could be more readily developed 
if there were more opportunities for satisfaction in physical education 
skills, 8 
Dr, Kenneth Cooper states in his book, Aerobics, that heart disease 
is increasing among women and that inactivity probably shares the respon~ 
sibility, 9 In fact, cardiovascular deaths accounted for fifty-five per 
cent of the fatalities in the United States in 1968 for men and women, 10 
There were more than fourteen million people who suffered from cardio-
vascular disease, of which one million deaths occurred, 11 · The writer 
is not trying to suggest that positive attitudes will cause a drop in 
heart disease, However·, if developing positive attitudes is necessary 
for carry-over value in physical education; then, if just one individual, 
through the enthusiastic efforts of a physical education teacher, becomes 
an adult interested in healthy exercise, the effort has been worthwhile, 
If the students since·l950 showed discontent with the physical 
education program in Tulsa, it was possible that their children and 
7Jack·Keogh, "Extreme Attitudes Toward Physical Education", 
Research Quarterly, vol. 34, March 1963, p, 27, 
8E. E. Kappes, "Inventory to Determine Attitudes of College Women 
Toward Physical Education and Student Services of the Physical Educa-
tion Department", Research Qµarterly, voL 25, December 1954, p, 429, 
9Kenneth H, Cooper, M,D,, M,P,H,, Major, USAF' Medical Corps, 
Aerobics, c, 1968, p, 84, 
10 Cooper, p, 119, 
11 Cooper, p, 119, 
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futu~ generations may also react negatively to questions concermng 
attitudes toward their physical education program because of influence 
of adults and parentso 'Ihis could create a continual cycle of negative 
attitudes and inactive and unhealthy adults. 
Other evidence from Remmers states that attitudes can be changect.12 
It was hoped that if there was a positive result in this study, it 
would aid other physical educators or administrators in the·future to 
organize their physical education program so that activities could be 
chosen or selected. In t~is way positive attitudes could replace nega-
tive attitudes in the future. 
Limitations of the·Study 
In measuring attitudes, the opinions or expressed attitudes of the 
individual are measured. It .is difficult to measure attitudes accu-
rately because an attitude can.be influenced by elements other than the 
one being used at the time of testing. This could cause the attitude 
to change, For example , the student 1.s hane life could have changed · 
causing his attitude to change.towards school, There~ cultural 
forces which could have caused a change, such as, social agencies and 
foundations, religious and racial groups, literature, travel, television, 
friends, sex, and attitudes of parents. Also, teacher attitudes consist-
ing of better or lack of understanding or emphasis or lack of emphasis 
on objectives in class could have caused a changeo Interests, apprecia-
tion, motives, morality, morale, ideas, complexes, values, prejudices, 
fears, sentiments, loyalties, idiologies, th~ individual's self-concept, 
12 Remmers , p , 6 , 
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maturation level, and his character all enter in forming an attitude 
or changing one already formed, To make the problem more complex, each 
experience, even if the same for different individuals, may have affect-
ed one individual and not the other, 
Another limitation was that the classes with some choice experi-
enced a change of teachers each nine weeks while the classes with the 
"required" program were taught by the same teacher all year, According 
to the master's thesis by Janet Tomlinson concerning attitudes of junior 
and senior high girls towards physical education, more positive atti-
tudes prevailed for students with. permanent sta£'f, 13 
At Central the influence of change could have been the entrance of 
the student into high school since high school in Tulsa begins with the 
tenth grade, Maturation, difference in facilities, change of activities 
or the individual's own needs and wants at the time could have influ-
enced. the.student's attitude toward physical education, A negative 
effect may have been produced because choice of activities was limited, 
This was due to l.irnited facilities and the availability of only three 
teachers, Also, the study might have been more valid if the students 
had been able to select the hour during the day for the activity of 
their choice, 
Asstunptions of the Study 
Four assumptions were made in this study, First, that·attitudes 
acquired toward physical education were not caused by anything other 
13Janet Tomlinson, "Attitudes of Junior and Senior High School Girls 
Toward Physical Education in Laboratory Schools", Completed Research in 
Health, Physical Education and Recreation, item 183, p, 63, 1964-1965-.-
9 
than their experience in physical.education at Central" Second, that 
the quality of . teaching by each .of · the three · teachers was the ·same,, 
Third, that the Wear Attitude Inventory (Form A and Form. B) was a valid 
and reliable instI'U.I(l.ent for measuring the ai;:titudes of the subjects, 
Anq fourth, that the Wear Attitude Inventory was easily understood by 
the.pupils and that they answered the iteTI1£? honestly, 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
There has been a vast amount of literature in journals of psychol-
ogy, sociology, education, and political science dealing with attitudes, 
In order to develop positive attitudes the physical education teacher 
should have a general knowledge of how and what causes the formation of 
attitudes, 
From birth and possibly before birth the individual.acquires his 
f .. . 14 irst attitudes, Change brought about by environmental contact 
causes the individual to take these first attitudes and exhibit his 
first learned behavior which becomes his·personality, 'I'.r,e attitudes of 
the infant toward his parents will carry over to those outside his 
family group as he grows, His social attitudes, cooperativeness, self-
ishness, dominance, and conformity will become more definite and as 
experience expands, these will become incorporated into his personality. 
His attitudes will be modified as he learns and he will acquire atti-
tuqes like those of his parents, friends, and the other primary groups 
of.which he is a member, The closer the relationship between the indi-
victual anci others, the greater will be the power of such relationships 
in the formation of attitudes, 
Attitudes may initiate many responses in physical education, 
14 Rerrmers , p . 5 , . 
10 
11 
According to Remmers the term "attitude" is a convenient way of refer-
ring to the preparedness for that which exists within the organism for 
some activity, 15 Attitudes may vary from indi victual to indi v.idual and 
from intensity to intensity. They are evolved from association with a 
child's family group, with children in his recreational and school group, 
and in general, through social-psychological interaction, The attitudes 
toward the individual's world and toward himself have become central, 
not only in social psychology, but.in other applied areas as counseling, 
psychotherapy, advertising , and public relationships , More and more 
emphasis is being placed on guidance in the classroom. Teachers should 
not isolate themselves from guidance. George E, Hill states that teach-
ing is an individual affair in the sense that no teaching takes place 
unless the individual has learnect, 16 
The use of opinion and attitude measurement in education has become 
very widespread. This measurement helps the pupil, parents, classroom 
teachers, guidance personnel, and administrators within the school 
system. 
There are several types of att:Ctude scales that have been used for 
measurement in physical education :research; It is important that.there 
is an awareness of these scales of measurement so that research studies 
m physical education will be further understood .. Measurements which 
have been used include: 
15 Rernmer.s , p • 5 . 
16 George E. Hill, Management and Improvement of Guidance, c. 1965, 
p. 6. 
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1. 'Ihurstone and Chave. 17 In 1929 Thurstone and Chave developed 
an attitude measurement scale which consisted of arranging a series of 
opinions relevant to a given attitude ranging all the way from "most 
favorable" to "most unfavorable". The average scale value endorsed by 
a subject was the measure of his attitude referring to the opinion 
statement, The opinion statements were given to each of a large group 
of judges and sorted into eleven stacks on an eleven point scale. This 
scale was one of the sociological techniques used most extensively in 
attitude and opinion research since :the 1930 1 s in areas such as psychol-
ogy, sociology, physical education and other areas, Thurstone defined 
attitude as "the degree of positive and.negative affect associated with 
some psychological object (affect meaning feeling, like or dislike, 
f f , , , } , , , ) II 18 avor or non- avor, positive inc inations or negative • 
2' 
19 Likert's Scale, Another widely used scale for measuring 
attitudes besides the Thurstone and Chave scale was a modification of 
that scale because of a doubtful assumption that attitudes are distrib-
uted normally, Likert measured attitudes using standard deviation units 
by assigning numerical values fran one to five for the responses given, 
In 1963 R, S. Adams compared the Thurstone and Chave Scale with the 
17 L. L, Thurstone and.E. J, Chave, The Measurements of Attitude, 
1929. 
181. L. Thurstone, "Comment", American Journal of Sociology, 1946, 
V,Ol. 52; pp, 39-50, 
19R. A. Likert, "Technique for the Measurement of Attitudes", 
Archives Psychology, 22:5-43, 1932. 
Likert Scale in measuring physical education attitudes and found both 
20 to be reliable and adequate, 
21 3. Bugental and Zelen. A test of twenty statements permitted 
twenty answers with a time limit to the statement "who am I?" This 
13 
test has been used mainly in social psychiatry to measure self-attitudes, 
but has also been used in physical education to measure self-attitudes. 
4. Carr Attitude Scale. 22 'Ihis scale included descriptive state-
ments on social, personal, and activity attitudes of high school girls. 
'Ihe eighty-four statements based on the 'Ihurstone Scale were designed 
to determine .the relationship between success in physical education and 
selected attitudes of high school freshmen girls. The scale was proved 
reliable and there was a direct relationship to success in physical 
education and the attitudes of entering high school.freshman girls. 
Carr suggested that "if undesirable attitudes are obstacles to learning 
they should be removed", 
5. Edgington Attitude Scale. 23 This scale is a 1968 scale similar 
to the Likert scale was used to measure. attitudes of high school boys 
toward physical education. A six point scale, one to six, was assigned 
to an equal amount of positive and negative statements. The test was 
20R. S. Adams, "Two Scales for Measuring Attitudes Toward Physical 
Education", Research Quarterly, voL 34, no. 1, 1963, p. 91. 
21 James F. T. Bugental and Seymour L. Zelen, "Investigation into 
the Self-concept", Journal of Personality, voL 18, 1950, p, 483, 
22Martha Carr, "The Relationship Between Success in Physical Educa-
tion and Selected Attitudes Expressed by High School Freshman Girls", 
Research Quarterly, vol. 16, October 1945, p, 191. 
23Charles W, Edgington, "Development of an Attitude Scale to Meas-
ure Attitudes of High School Freshmen Boys Toward Physical Education", 
Research Quarterly, vol. 39, no. 3, October 1968, p. 505, 
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given many times to randomly selected freshman high school boys and the 
same group tested again to see if attitudes were consistent. After re-
visions and deletions 66 statements were selected from 117 statements 
by a jury and the validity of the test was established by comparing 
results of students' answers. The answers were consistent over a period. 
of · time of three weeks . The majority of freshman .. boys had favorable 
attitudes toward physical education. 
6. 24 Kappes Attitude Inventory. · This atti i;ude inventory for sur-
veying student attitudes toward organizational and administrative serv-
ices was proven to be reliable . Administrators and teachers were able 
to know what attitudes · existed within student groups , . There was a high 
degree of correlation between the enjoyment of certain activities and 
the estimated skill~ Further study of the results of inventory suggested 
that carry-over attitudes toward activities could be more readily devel-
oped if there were more opportunities for satisfaction or. achievement 
in the skills. 
7 McG A. , d A , . 25 A , . d 1 . · .. ee tti tu e ppraisal. seventy .... 1 tern atti tu e sea e con"'" 
structed to appraise attitudes of administrators, teachers, parents, and 
students toward the.competition of,high school girls. Parents seemed to 
favor intensive athletic competition whereas teachers and administrators 
were far·less enthusiastic, Scoring similar to the Wear Inventory was 
used. 
24 Kappes, p. 429. 
25Rosemary McGee, "Comparisons of Attitudes Toward Competition for 
High School Girls", Research Quarterly, vol. 27, March, 1956, p, 60. 
15 
8' 
26 Wear Attitude Inventory, This inventory was the most widely 
used attitude sci3-le in physical education research •. It consists of two 
equivalent thirty short-form statements constructed to determine attitude 
change and has been used. to measure attitudes in this paper. Wear con-
structed the two short· forms from a single scale consisting of 120 ques.-
27 tions in an earlier study. Charles Wang's "Criteria for Writing Atti-
tude Statements" was used for the construction of the test. 28 To equate 
the two short term tests, Form A and Form B, and to rule out any influ-
ence through suggestion of the first response upon a subsequent response, 
the tests were given to 100 ma,le freshmen, When the wording of two 
statements·seemed to indicate that Wear was tapping approximately the: 
same specific attitudes, the questions from the original 120 questions 
wen:; placed on different· forms. The forms. were proved to be statisti-
cally reliable; 
Scoring of responses "strongly a,gree", "agree", "undecided", "dis-
agreeP, and "strongly disagree" was 5-4-3-2-1 or 1-2-3-4-5 depending on 
whether the item was worded positively or negatively. Students·were 
asked to avoid answering undecided whenever possible; The score of the 
subjects made on the inventory was the sum of the scores made on the 
individual items under attitude categories. According to the method of 
scoring a high score would indicate favorable. attitude toward physical 
26carlos L. Wear, "The Construction of Equivalent Forms of an Atti-
tude Scale", Research Quarterly, voL 26, March 1955, p, 113. 
27Car1os L. Wear, "Evaluation of Attitude Toward Physical Education 
as an Activity Course" , Research Quarterly, voL 2 2 , March 19 51, p, 114. 
28Charles K, A. Wang, "Suggested Criteria for Writing Attitude . 
Statements", Journal of Social Psychology, vol 3, 1932, p. 367. 
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education. A copy of both Forms A qJ1d B appear in Apendixes A and B. 
Research of attitudes aids in :understanding the principles and 
beliefs of youth today. It discloses their likes and dislikes, their 
wide range of problems, and their possible goals or lack of goals in 
life. It ·also serves as an evaluative technique in what is being done 
or not being done in physical education. The following is a survey of 
research, that·has been done on attitude and·opinion measurement in· 
physical education •. 
Bake~29 (1940) in a questionaire survey study of 1,150 girls and 
women between·the ages of 15-25, concluded that attitudes concer,ning 
participation in physical education do not regulate participation so 
much as they reflect the influence of the causes which do. 
Moore30 (1941) in her study found college warren to·have a highly 
favorable . attitude. toward physical activity as . means of recreation. · 
Hawever, the actual amount. of the time spent in physical activity was 
law, with approximately 50 percent of the·girls. spending less than four 
hours per we~. Reasons were awing to study, lack of companions , and 
outside work. 
Nemson31 (1949) studied annoyances of high·school boys toward 
physical education. He found many of . the annoyances could be removed 
29 II o nf h p . o , Mary C. Baker, Factor:;; Wluch May I luenc.e t e. articipation 
Physical Education of Girls. and Women 15~25 Years of Age", Rese.arch 
Quarterly, vol. 11, 1940, p, 131. 
30 Beverly Y. Moore, "The Attitl.J,de of College Women to Physical 
in 
Activity a:;, a Measure of Recreation", Research Quarterly~ vol. 12, 1941, 
p. 725. 
31ruward Nemson, "Specific Annoyances in Relation to Student Atti-
tude in Physical Education", Re1:1earch Quarte::r;'ly, vol. 20, 1949, p. 345. 
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but that most of them involved the person or behavior of.the other stu-
dent or the instructor, 
32 Bell and Walter (1953) four:id in a study using t~e Wear attitude 
inventory given.to female college freshman and seniors who.had had phys-
ical educat.ion .a positive significance between: 
1. · Attitude and the importance of. sports ari.d dance as part 
of their recreational program. 
2. Attitude and enjoym~t of .physical education class. 
3. 'Ihe extent to which the instructors were interested in 
them as individuals .and thE= extent to which they were 
motivated.to continue in physical activity on their 
own outside of class except for freshman who had no 
physical educatiqn in.high school. 
According to what the freshman thought, a good job was.being done 
m: 
1, Developing specific . skills · which could :be adapted for 
pleasure. 
2, Developing friendships with other girls in class, 
3 . Providing activities which will be social assets to . 
them. 
4. Giving them a feeling of· well-being through .. activity. 
Freshman rated low:: 
1, Giving knowleqge of health principles. for daily living, 
2 • · Developing in · them a feeling of responsiliili ty for others , 
32Margaret B. Bell andEtta Walters, "Attitudes: of Wornenat·the 
University of Michigan Toward Physical Education'', Res.ea.rah Quarterly, 
vol, 24, December 1953, p. 379. 
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3. Giving them an opportunity to develop leadership, 
The seniors rated the same things that were being accomplished as 
the freshman, but rated these items low: 
1, Developing self confidence, 
2. · Feeling that activity gives an opportunity for self 
expression, 
3. Feeling that activity courses give an understanding 
and appreciation of the beauty of movement, 
Those who had had physical education in high schpol had a higher 
opinion than those who had none. 
33 Broer and Holland (1954) gave .a questionaire to determine to what 
extent the women at the University of Washington were satisfying their 
needs and interests, The chief reason given for· not liking an activity 
was .due . to lack of success, The objectives the students most wanted 
were: 
1, To develop skills in various.sports, 
2. To learn activities that can be continued outside of 
school, 
3, To have fun, 
4. To keep in good heal th and physical condition, 
Broer34 (1955) also used the Wear Attitude Inventory to measure . 
attitudes toward physical education activity at entrance of college and 
33Marian R, Broer and Dolly A, J, HoJ,.land, "Physical Education 
Interests and Needs of University of Washington Women in Services 
Classes", Research Quarterly, voL 25, December 1954, p, 387, 
34:Ma.:r>ian R, Broer, "Evaluation of a Basic Skills Curriculum for 
Women Students of Low Motor Ability at .. the University of Washington 11 , 
Research Quarterly, vol. 26, 1955, March, p, 15, 
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following each activity. It was revealed that as a group those with 
low motor ability lacked interest._ in physical activity which seemed to 
be due to lack of experience, poor instruction and. unsatisfying physical 
education experiences. leading to repeated failure and, thu1;,, to a feeling 
of inferiority in any motor situation which they encountered .. It was· 
concluded that the motor ability· of .. low ability students -could be im-
proved through instruction in a basic.course. 
35 Isenberger (1959) used. the "Who /Wt I?'' test to compare self-
attitudes of women students majoring in physical education and women 
physical education teachers. . The self-attitudes. of the women physical 
education.teachers were higher than the women physical education majors.· 
36 Isenberger (1959) also used the self-attitude test to measure· 
interest and success as related to self-attitudes. Self-attitudes were 
not·related to interest and-the relationship betw,een self-attitudes and 
success was not significant. The; worri.en physical education major stuc).EID,ts-
scored higher on interest than-did, womeµ1 physical education teachers, 
Keogh37 (1962) studied attitude~ towqrd general benefits or values 
of physical education and if men· differed · from wanen · in attitudes. He 
concluded: 
1. One third of the subjects did not -believe that the · 
35wilma E. Isenberger, "Self-Attitudes of Physical Education Major 
Students and Women Physical Education Teachers", Research.Quarterly, 
vol. 30, March, 1959, p. 44. 
36wiJJna E. Isenberger, "Self-Attitudes of Women Physical Education 
Maj or Students as Related. to Measures of Interest and Success" , Research 
Quarterly, vol. '30, May _1959, p. 17.8. 
37Jack Keogh, "Analysis of-General Attitudes Toward Physical Edu-
cation", Research Quarterly, voL 33; May 1962, p. 239, 
values coming from physical education justified 
the:time consumed nor that physical education 
should be inclµded in every school program. 
2. 'Ih~ possibility exists th~t people have positive 
attitudes toward physical education in spite of 
rather than:because of the.school programs. 
3. If our school programs are to be successful then 
we must know that they contribute to the development 
of positive attitudes ta.vards continued.active parti-. 
cipation. 
4. Subjects did not agree that physical education was 
contributing to social objectives. 
Another study by Keogh38 (1963) using the. Wear Inventory te~ted .· 
extreme attitudes toward phy[3ical education and if negative attitudes 
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were related to nqn-participation in high school. There was no appar,-
ent difference ·between the high and the low group. The low group in 
fact was surprisingly active physically but were very critical of their 
high school physical education programs. 
Wesse139 (1964) studied 200 college wanen using the Wear attitude 
inventory and found that strength Wq.S·significantly related·to attitudes 
of college women toward physical education and physical activity. It 
was postulateo that the.lack of str:ength was c:!. factor .in negative 
38 Keogh, p, 27. 
39Janet Wessel and Richard Nelson, "Relationship Between Strength 
and Attitude Toward Physical Activity Among College Women", Research .. 
Quarterly, vol. 35, December ·1964, p, 562. 
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personal feelings resulting from repeated failure in any physical activ-
ity encountered, 
Smith and Bozmouski40 (1965) teE;ted attitudes of college women 
towards warm-ups using the Likert technique of attii:4de measurement and 
found that subjects with less favorable attitudes. toward warm-up did 
not demonstrate a signific~t improvement when warm-ups were given. 
Physical performance was improved and. the general attitude towards 
warm-ups was favorable. 
41 Culad (1965) tested the attitudes of female university students 
toward the physical education requirement in that university, Sh~ 
found that the students were interested in physical education courses 
whether they.be required or offered as elective courses with or with-
out academic credit, Students favored smaller physical education 
classes and preferred a curriculum offering a.wide.variety of elective 
physical education courses, 
Moyer, Mitchem, and Be1142 (1966) used the Wear Attitude Inventory 
to determine attitudes of freshman and juniors toward the physical 
education program. 'Ih~y found that individual sports were preferred, 
40Judith Smith and Margaret Bozmouski, '"Effects of Attitudes 
Toward Warm-Ups or Motor Performance'.', Res_earch Quarterly, vol, 36, 
March, 1965, p, 78, 
4~ajella Y. Culad, "Attitud~s of Wanen Students Toward Physical 
Education at the University of the East, Manila, Philippines", Urbana: 
M. S. Thesis, Physical Education, University of Illinois, 1965, 
42 · 
Lou Jean, Moyer, John Mitchem, and Mary Bell, "Wanen 1s Attitudes 
Toward Physical Education in General Education Program at Northern 
Illinois University", Research Quarterly, voL 37, December 1966, 
p. 515. . 
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that there was.a need for re-evaluation of methodology and interpreta-
tions of objectives involved in teaching non-major physical education 
classes. 
V.incent43 (1967) used the .Wear Inventory and found that college 
women expressed their appreciation of the.contribution was to the.psy-
chological-physical category in the Wear Attitude. Inventory, · Th~re was 
a·significant relationship between, expressed attitude and success in 
physical education. Those having more success had more favorable atti-
tudes. 
As discussed earlier, the follow-up studies using Tulsa, Ok:J,ahorna, 
high school graduates indicated that attitudes toJard their physical 
education program were low. 
According to this study th~ following data were cqllected about 
attitudes of the 1960 graduated,in the area of physical education, 44 
The most My least I would.take I would not 
helpful. helpful additional retake 
course: course: courses in: courses.in: 
Boys Girls Total . Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total 
20 1 21 llO 247 357 1 1 2 39 43 82 
The 1967 Graduates .were asked to respond to questions about the 
activities during their post high school and a random sample-of 320 
4~arilyn Vincent, · "Atti t4des of College Women Toward Physical 
Education and Their Relationship to Succz:ess in Physical Education", 
Research.Quarterly, vol. 38, March 1~67, p, 126, 
i 
' 
. 44TI;te ,Class of 1960 Final Composite Report Follow-Up Study of Tulsa. 
Publ:ic High School.Graduates, p, 13, 
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students were asked to evaluate their high school program, The follow-
ing data were collected about the subject area of physical education, 45 
en·ra 1ng.1 OIDPOSl e 
Would Take Would Not "l Would Take Would Not 
C l: 1 c 
Additional Retake Additional Retake 
Courses Courses Courses Courses 
Physical No, % No, % No, % No, % 
Education 2 3.4 2 3.4 4 1,3 13 4,.1 
45 The Class of 1967, A Follow-Up Study of.the Graduates of the 
Tulsa Public Schools, p, Table lOC. 
CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH PROCETI)RES 
The purpose of this study was,to determine i:f a positive change. 
would occur in tenth grade girls taking a "required" physical education 
program if the students were allowed.sane selection of the activities 
that would be offered. 
The Wear Atti tu,de Inventory, Form A and B, was given to fourth 
hour, Class X, and Fifth hour, Class Y, physical education classes at 
Central high school. Class X was-.given a limited choice of activity and 
Class Y was given no.choice of activity. Class X consisted of seventy-
one students.at th~ beginning of the f~rst nine weeks of the school year 
1968-69. The test was administered five t:imes.to each class. Form A 
. was given three t:imes and Form B was given two times • Form. A was.given 
at the beginning of the first·and third nine weeks and at the end of.the 
thirty-six week period. Form B was .. given at the beginn.i,ng of the second 
and fourth n:i,ne weeks. 
Class X was ·given a. limited CJ1oice of activity each nine we.eks, 
Class X's choice consisted of: first nine weeks, Tennis or Basketball; 
second nine weeks , gymnastics and archery, modern . dance. and archery, or 
ping-pong, badminton and gymnastics; third nine weeks, lifesaving and 
archery, volleyball, gc3II).es, and first.aid, or advanced modern dance and 
archery; and fourth nine week:s , bowling, softball and golf, advanced 
modern dance and advanced gymnastics , or lifesaving, bowling and golf, 
24 
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Class X was allowed to see the schedule of activities the first nine 
weeks so a choice could be made of activities selected. However, the ·. 
choice was not.necessary unti,l the time of change. 
Class Y was required to take all activities offered. Class Y was· 
divided into swiJnnring levels and each group was required one swim day, 
one modern dance day, and two sports days. The sports offered were : 
First nine weeks, basketball and tennis; second nine weeks, volleyball 
and gymnastics; third nine weeks, archery and gymnastics; and fourth 
nine weeks , bowling softball, and golf. A schedule . of activities 
appears in Appendix D. 
The only requirement for Class X was during the first nine weeks; 
one day of modern dance a week as an orientation .and one day of swim a 
week for the girls who could not pass the. American Red Cross combined 
skills on the.beginner level. If they could pass the swim test they 
took one day of.body mechanics. Th_:Ls requirement was.only for the first 
nine weeks. 
There were three teachers and therefore,.three groups in ])oth. Class 
X and Class Y. Because Class X changed_ classes each nine weeks most of 
the girls also cl:ianged.teachers. Class Y was with their original tea-
cher the ent~e thirty-six weeks. 
At the end of tbe first nine weeks a number of girls dropped out 
of school due to marriage, transfer .of schools, transfer to .other peri-
ods of the day, and other reasons.. Class X now consisted of sixty--two 
and Class Y consisted of sixty-five. Th~ girls in.the study who drop-
ped out were unable.to take all requested tests. Their scores-were in..; 
complete and dropped.from the data. 
At the end of the second nine weeks fifteen girls from Class X and 
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sixteen girls·fI"OIIl Class Y dropped out of girls' physical.education to 
take driver's education. As already stated, driver's education could 
be substituted :for one of two semesters of physical education. Along 
with other drepouts and transfers, a_total of forty-:-three in Class X 
and forty-five in Class Y remained. 
Tw"enty g:i;rls-entered Class X and twenty-eight.girls-entered:Clas5: 
Y at the beginning of the third nine weeks fromdriver's education.· 
They were irrunediately given the Wear Attitu~ Inventory. 
At the .end of the.third nine we~s thirty"'."four remained in Class X 
and thirty-nine in Class Y. At the end of the thirty-six week period, 
thirty in Class X and thirty-one in.Class Y had completed all five tests 
given. 
The girls who were given .th,e te.st were given .. a numb.er correspond-
ing with their name and are listed in Appendix E, F, G , anq H with the 
raw data. 'Ihe·,girls who .remained,in physical education throughout the. 
thirty-six week period in Class X and.Class Y will be refer:i:-ed to as 
Group I. The girls in Class X and. Class Y who were only in-.physical. 
education for . a semester will be ref erred to as Group. II. Those. in 
first semester will be designated as Group IIa and those in second sem~ 
ester will· be ,called Group IIb. One hundred and· thirty-eight. girls in 
total completed the required number of.tests for their specifiq group. 
After .the Wear Attitude Inventory was given .and scored, th~ thirty 
answers were divided positively and negatively among the four objective 
categories:_ Physical (P), Emotional- (E), Social (S) and General (G). 46 · 
46 Keogh, May 1962, p. 249. 
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The P, E, and S categories consisted of questions,worded in such a way 
that the objective word was involved. The G questions were concerned 
with the relative values of the physical education program and partici-
pation in·them. A list of these questions and their categories appears 
in.Appendix C. 
After the mean scores were found for each test for Class X and Y 
in Group I and Group IIa and IIb, t"":°ratios were computed to test for 
significance of difference of these means. The :traditional method of 
computing t-ratios .was used according to Underwood's Elementary Statis-
. 47 tics. 
In order.to determine if the attitudes of the different groups were 
similar at the peginning of the study, the,mean attitude scores were 
compared for the first test given to Class X and. Class Yin Group I, 
Group Ila, and Group IIb. The·t-ratios were: 
1. Group I--thirty-six week period 
Class X test 1 compared with Classy.test 1 
2. Group IIa--first sem~ster 
Class X test 1 compared with Class Y test 1 
3. Group IIb--second semester 
Class X test 1 compared with Class Y test 1 
The following comparisons.were used in computing t-ratios for sig-
nificance of difference of mean scores for each succeeding test of a 
particular class: 
4 7 Underwood , Benton J, Duncan, Car 1 P. , Taylor, Janet A. , Cotten, 
John W., Elementary Statistics, c. 1954. 
1. Group I-thirty-six week period 
Class X-selecti(:)!l of activities 
Test 1 with t~st 2 
Test_l with test 3 
Test 1 with test 4 
Test l with test 5 
Class_Y-no_selection of activit&es 
Test 1 with test 2 
Test 1 with test 3 
Test 1 with test 4 
Test 1 with test 5 
2. Group IIa-first semester 
Class X-selection of activi ti.es 
Test 1 with test 2 
Test 1 with test 3 
Class Y-no selection of activities 
Test 1 with test 2 
Test 1 with;test 3 
3. Group._ Ilb-second · semester 
Class X-selection of activities 
Test 1 with test 2 . 
Test 1 with test 3 · 
Class Y-no selection of activities 
Test 1 with test 2 
Test 1 with test 3 




Considering the statistical calculations n.ecessary, the writer, 
computed means, standard deviations, and t-ratios for tests given to 
those who were allowed sane choice in the selection of activities and 
those who were allowed no choice in selection of activities to see if 
any attitude change would OCCl.lX', The tests were also further compared 
according to the amount of time the subjects participated in the.program, 
thirty-six weeks or eighteen we~s (one semester). The semester groups 
were compared separately because the activities changed throughout the 
year. 
Resulting means and standard deviations are found.on Table 1. The 
means we~ also graphically plotted in Tables II, IIl, and IV. 
First of all, the mean scores of the first teEit given to each group 
were tested.and no significant difference was found, Attitudes seemed 
to be basically the same when testing began. The t-ratios for beginning 
tests are found on Table .. V. 
The largest increase in.mean scores occurred betwee~ the.first and 
the last test given to Group l, Class X, the choice class. The, mean 
score increase was 23.27 ov~r a thirty-six week. period. The t-ratio, 
6 . 5 2 , was highly significant at the one percent level . of confidence. 
There was a continual increase in the mean scores beginning with a large 



































MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR THE 
WEAR ATTITUDE INVENTORY 
.. 
TEST STANDARD DEVIATION i1EAl\f 
1 14.54 104.60 
2 11.81 119,30 
3 4.94 121.03 
4 11. 97 125.10 
5 12.49 127.87 
1 17.76 107.38 
2 16.69 107.35 
3 17.23 112.15 
4 14.63 115.70 
5 10.34 109.29 
1 5.68 99.00 
2 19.14 113.80 
3 16.67 114.73 
1 13.62 102.30 
2 15.6 104.87 
3 17. 71 103 .2 
1 17. 71 109.70 
2 9.08 123.10 
3 8.97 122.25 
1 18.43 114.17 
2 13.55 116.87 
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TABLE·IV 
MEAN SCORES OF ATTITUDE TESTS FOR 
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The scores continued to rise and the difference of each mean score from 
the first test was significant at the one percent level of confidence. 
The t-ratioe; were as follows: second test, 4.23; third test, 5.75; and 
fourth test, 5.97. This was .an indication that students attitudes were 
highly favorable in having same selection of activities. 
The group without choice of activity had no significance of differ-
ence in the mean scores with the exception of the fourth te.st which was 
significant at the five percent level (t = 2.1). The significance was 
not continued because the final test again returned to no significance 
of difference with at-ratio of .53. 
Significance of difference was also shown in the mean scores of the 
first.semester, Group IIa, and the second semester, Group IIb in Class 
X which has selection of activity. The t-ratios were calculated between 
the first and succeeding mean test scores, and were as follows for Class 
X: Group IIa; test one with test two, 2.18; test one with test three, 
3.89, and Group IIb; test one with test two, 2.94, and test one with 
test three, 2.74. 
TABLE V 
t-RATIOS OF BEGINNING TESTS 
GROUP I GROUP IIa GROUP IIb 
Class x Class x Class x 
Class y Class y Class Y 
t-Ratios .68 .63 1.1 
TABLE VI 
t-RA.TIOS FOR TEST 2,3,4 and 5 PS COMPARED 
TO TEST l OF EACH CLASS AND 
NUMBER OF SUBJECTS 
Test 2 Test 3 
Group I 
Class X 
Test 1 4 .231: 5, 751: 
Class Y. 
Test 1 .01 1.06 
Group. Ila 
Class X 
Test l 2 .18~':~~ 3. 891: 
Class Y 
Test 1 .34 .16 
Group IIb 
Class X 
Test 1 2 • 94;': 2 t) 74,~~'~ 
Class·Y 
Test 2 .57 ,11 
;': Significant at the 1% level 



















There was no significance of difference shown by t-ratios calcu-
lated for the first and second semester classes without choice of act-
tivities, Classes Y. Th~ t-ratios were; Group IIa, test one with test 
two, .34, test one with test three, 1~52; and Group IIb, test one with 
test two, .57:; and test one with test three, ,11, The t-ratios ·for all 
classes are shown on Table VI, 
Contribu~ions of all physical education categories or values were 
expressed above seventy percent in Class X at the end of the thirty-six 
week period. Percentages. of answers to statements.for which objectives 
were categorized is shown on Table VII. Class X was the only class 
which was used to show change in attitudes toward objective categories, 
The first test which Class X, Group· I took showed a below fifty percent 
score on four Emotional values; 4,23,28, and 29. Three General values, 
5,12, and 24 and two Social values, 3 and 15 also fell below the fifty 
percent line for the beginning test, By .the final test all of these 
objective values were improved except for the three General value state-








SIZE OF AGREEMENT RESPONSES TO OBJECTIVES 
ACCORDING TO 'IRE.WEAR ATTITUDE 
INVENTORY FOR CIASS X, 
GROUP I 
. 
60% or less 61-79% 80% or. more 
3 4 3 
0 4 3 
0 2 5 
0 1 5 












According to this study attitudes were improved by allc:wing the 
students some choice of activity, It was further noted by the observa~ 
tion of three physical education teachers that there were very few 
discipline problems in Class X as compared to Class Y. Students seemed 
to enjoy participating in activities .because they had chosen them. The 
students-seemed more enthusiastic and actually easier to teach. In most 
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cases they became more advanced and more skilled in the chosen activity 
because they were more interested" 
Al though Tomlinson I s thesis stated that a change of teacher caused. 
. . d . h d 48 . . h' d negative atti tu es in er stu y, it was not so in t is stu y. Students 
were able to choose the activity, but had no idea who .the teacher would 
be, They were not allowed to choose the teacher because this.was not 
the variable being tested. 
In regard to the objective values tested, it was noted that some 
Emotionalobjectives were rather lowly scored on the first test. Stu-
dents were not·aware of any benefit from physical activity to the emo-
tional state of the indiv.idual until their participation in· this program, 
which seemed to have caused the improvement of Emotional objective 
scores. 
There may be some question about the standard deviation of tests 
scores found on Table Io The change in standard deviation indicated 
more uniformity in attitudes on the third test for Class X. This may 
have been due to the activity in which this group was participating at 
the time •. They had just completed classes in Advanced Modern Dance and 
Archery; Gymnastics, Badminton and Ping Pong; or Gymnastics and Archery, 
Also, standard deviations indicated more uniformity in attitudes 
at the beginning of the testing period for Group IIa, Class X. This 
group dropped out to attend driver's education classes after eighteen 
weeks of physical education, Their score may have indicated their anti-
cipation of a short. term in physical education because as shown on 
Table I, the mean score on the.first test for this class was very low 
(99.00). 
48T ml' ' 183 a inson , i tern • . 
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Too, it may be noted that there was considerable variablilty in the 
scores of Class X, Group IIb, 'Ihese students had just entered from 
driver's education classes, As they continued throughout the semester 
their attitudes showed more unifonnity and became highero 
The three General objective statements which continued to be scored 
unfavorably on the final test are greatly related to the results of this 
study and show that further work should be done concerning attitudes 
about "required" physical educationo Students reacted negatively to the 
following statements: 
"l2o Physical education classes provide situations for the 
formation of attitudes which will make one a better 
citizen." 
"24. Physical education is one of the more important sub-
jects in the school prograrno" 
And students agreed with this statement: 
"So I would take physical education only if it were 
requiredo 11 
CRAP'I'.ER V 
CONCLUSIONS A1'JD RECOMMENDATIONS 
'This study was based on the post high follow-up study do~e in Tulsa 
Public Schools in.which students showed negative attitudes toward their 
physical education program. 
It was the intention of the investigator to detennine if attitudes 
could be improved through sane choice of activity within a "required" 
physical education program, 'I'he sub-problems were to devise a schedule 
for girls who were taking a "required" program.at Central high school 
so that.they might have some selection of:activities; and also, to eval-
uate what objectives according to the Wear Attitude Inventory were im-
proved or not improved through. this choic.e of activity in .the. thirty-six 
week period class. 
The t-ratios were calculated·to test for significance of difference 
between the mean scores of the tests taken by the students. 
According to the results oft-ratios and other findings it was.con-
cluded that: 
1. Attitudes ·of. tenth grade girls in a "required" . 
program were improved in this study by offering 
some.selection of activities. 
a. the choice group showed ,signific~t improve-
ment of attitudes over those with no choice 
at the .end of thirty-six weeks. 
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b. the choice group showed significant 
improvement of .attitudes over those with 
no choice at the end of eighteen weekso 
c. the choice group showed significant 
improvement of attitudes over those with 
no choice at the end of nine weekso 
2, According to the objective categories in the Wear 
Attitude Inventory, students at Central responded: 
a, to the Physical objective as the main 
contribution of physical education, 
b, poorly to the Emotional objectives on the 
first test and highly on the final test, 
l.J.l 
The author recorrnnends further attitude study in the.area of selec-
tion of activities in a "required" program with a wider variety of ac-
tivities from which to choose and selection of these activities accord-
ing to hours or periods of the day, 
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Answer all· statements with _the abbreviations.- listed under the appropri ... 
ate response o Place the abbreviation in the blank in the right hand 
column, 
1. If for any reason a few subjects-have to be dropped from the.school· 
program, physical education should be one of the subjects dropped. 
2o Physical education activities provide no opportunities for learning 
to control the emotions. 
3. Physical education is one of the more important subjects in helping 
to establish and maintain desirable social standards. 
4. Vigorous physical activity works off hqrmful emotional tensions. 
5 . I would take physical education only if it we~ required. 
6 • Participation in physical education makes_ no co~tri.buti9n to. the . 
development of poise. 
7 . Because physical skills loan large in importance in youth, . it is 
essential that a person be helped.to acq1.1ire and improve su.ch s~ill. 
8. Calist;henics taken .regularly are good for one's general health. · 
9. Skill in active games or sports is . not necessary for' leading the. 
fuliest kind of life. 
10. Physical education does more harm physically than it does good. 
11. Associating -with others in· some physical education activity i$ fun. 
l2o Physical eduCc;1.tion classes provide situations for the fonnation .of· 
attitudes which will make.one a-better citizen. 
13. Physical education situations are among the poorest for makµ1g 
friends. 
14. There is not enough value coming from physical education to· justi_fy 
the time consumedo 
15 . Physical education skills make worthwhile contributipns . to the 
enrichment of, livingo 
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16. People get all the physical exercise they need in just taking care 
of their daily worko 
17, All who are physically able will profit fran an hour of physical 
education each day. 
18. Physical education makes a valuable contribution toward building up 
an adequate reserve of strength,and endurance for everyday living, 
19. Physical education tears down sociability by.encouraging people to 
attempt.to surpass each othe~ in many of th~ activities, 
20, Participation in physical education activities makes for a more 
wholesome outlook on life, 
21. Physical education adds nothing to the improvement of social 
behavior,· 
22, Physical education class activities will help to relieve and relax 
physical tensions, 
23. Participation in physical activities helps a person to maintain a 
healthful emotional.life, 
24, . Physical education is one of the more important subjects in the 
school program, 
25, There is little value .in physical education as far as physical well-
being is concerned. 
26, Physical education should be included in the program of every school~ 
27, Skills learned in physical education class do not.benefit a person, 
2 8. Physical education provides situations for developing desirable 
character qualities, 
29, Physical education makes for more enjoyable living. 
300 Physical education has no place in modern education. 














Answer all sta,tements with the abbreviations listed under the appropri-















Associations in physical education activities give people a better 
understanding of_ each other. 
Engaging in vigorous physical activity gets one interested in prac-
ticing good health habits. 
The time spent in getting ready fo:r:: and engaging in .a physical 
education class could·be more profitable spent iri other ways. 
A person's body usually has all the strength it needs wit~out. 
participation in physiqal educatiol). activities. 
Participation in physical education activities tends to make one a 
more socially desirable person, · 
Physical education in sch_ools does not. receive the emphasis that 
it· should. 
Physical education classes are poor.in opportunities for worthwhile· 
social experiences, 
A person would be better off emotionally if .. he did not. participate 
in physical education. 
It is possible to maJ<;e physical education a valuable subject by 
proper selection of activities. 
Developing a.physical skill brings :rnental relaxation and relief. 
Physical.education classes provide nothing which will be of.value 
outside tne class, . 
There should not be over two one-nour periods per week; devoted 1 to· 
physic.µ education in· schools, · 
Belonging to. a group, for which opportunity is provided in team 
activitie~, is .a desirable experience.for a person. 
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14. Physical education is an impor,tant subject . in helping a person. gain 
and maintcrln all-'-round good health, · 
15, No definite beneficial results. came from participation in.physical. 
educ~tion activities. 
16, Engaging in group physical education activities is desirable for 
proper personality .development, · · 
17. Physical education activities tend to upset a person emotionally, 
18. For its contributions to mental and emotional well-being physical 
education should be included in the program of every school, 
19 , I would. advise anyone who is physically able to take physical 
educationo 
20, As far as improving physical health ·is concerned a physical. educa-
tion class is a waste of time, 
21. Pa_rticipation in physical education class act.ivities tend::;, to devel-:: 
op ·a.wholescrne interest in the functioning of one's body, 
22. Physical education classes give a person an opportunity to have a 
good time. 
23. The final mastering of a certain JIK)Vement or skill in a physical 
education class brings a pleasurable feeling that one seldom experi-
ences elsewhere, 
24. Phy9ical education contributes little towarc;l the,improvem~t of a 
social behavior, 
25 •. Physipa.l education classes.provide values which are useful in other 
parts of" daily living. 
26. Physical education should be included. in the program of every· school~ 
27. Physical education should be required of all who are physicc;a].ly . 
able to participate. 
28, The time devoted to physicp.l education in.schools could be more 
profitably used in·study, 
29, The skills learned in a physical education class do not add anything 
of value to a person's life, 
30 • Physical education does. more harm socially than good, 
50 Wear, 1951, 125-126. 
APPENDIX C 
EMOTIONAL(E), GENEAAL(G), PHYSICAL(P) 
AND SOCIAL(S) CATEGORIES OF 
STATEMENTS ACCORDING TO 




































































SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES FOR. CLASS X 
FIRST NilJ,E WEEKS 
. 
TEACHER NO. - MONDAY TUESDAY WEPNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY 
1 25 Mod$rn I~ / Swllil or Dance Tennis. Body Mech. Tennis. 
2 25 Mod~ ···x Swllil or Tennis· Dance Body Mech. Tennis 
3 20 Basket- Basket- / "" 
Swim.ar Modern 
bc;1ll . ball· Body Mech • Dance .. 
,$E;COND NINE WEEKS 
:,i. 
15 Gyrnnas- Gyrrmas,.;. 1 tics Archery tics. Archer 
Advanced · Advanced 
2 9 Modern Modern· 
Dance· Archery Archery Dance 
Pmg,;,.Pon · Pmg..:.Pong 
3 40 and Bad- Gyrnnas- Gyrnnas- and·Bad-




savin savin Archery Archery 
Advanced Advanced 
2 11 Modern Modem 
Dance Dance Ariche Arch~ 
3 40 
Volley- Volley-
ball ball. First Aid Games 
FOURTH NINE WEEKS 
1 9 
Life- Ll..fe-. 'Bowling· Golf"Funda-. 
savi savin damentals rnentals 
2 40 Bowling · Golf Tonda"." Fund. Softball Softball rnentals . 
Advanqed Advanced Advanced Advanced. 
3 10 Modern Gyrnnas- Modern Gyrnnas--
Dance tics Dance tics 
FLOATING SCHEDULE· 
ATTENDING CIASS FOUR.DAYS A WEEK 
50 
NO. FORM A 
No. lst Test 































CLASS X, GROUP I TESTS ONE 
THROUGH·FIVB FAW DATA 
FORM B FORM A FORM B 
2nd 3~d 4th 
108 ll5 128 
.114 116 116 
131 130 129 
134 123 121 
107 107 111 
129 129 127 
125 130 142 
109 i12 108 · 
108 119 125 
127 127 127 ... 
134 127 150 
121 127 130 
115 124 133 
128 104 128 
138 129 133 
116 131 134 
125 124 123 
107. 118 116 
131 143. 121 
97 99 99 
109 116 129 
144 ,142, 138 
134 134- · 138. 
122 119 133 
122 119 120 
106 99 106 
113 126 130 
105 104 95 
104 104 .· 129 



































CIASS Y; GROUP I, TE$TS ONE. 
THROUGH FIVE F..AfiJ DATA 
NO. FORM A FORM B FORM A .. FORM B ·· FORM A 
- -
No. 1st Test . 2nd · 3rd 4th 5th 
···-
1 112. 108. 1Q8 ' 99 113 
2 99 .. 104 1Cl8 99 100 
3 110 109 1:p_. 122 78 
4 135 . 93 142 132 134. 
5 ll7 119 1'.07 132 110 
6 114 117 1:33 . 128 135 
7 121 137 118 122 113 
8 98 lll li8 114 ll4 . : 
9 116 118 116 117 103 
10 106 113 
! i 
i26 115 114 
11 95 93 107 103 105 
12 103 107 101 114 113 
13 98 112 113 114 .. 120 
14 109 142 105 96 100 
15 84 121 112 109 104 
16 135 108 149 148 .143 •. 
17 85 113 111 ll9. 118 
18 100 108 101 79 66 
19 100 90 117 · ll8 100 
20 80 81 67 79 77 
21 73 73 6.6 107 99 
22 109 113 113 130 ll2 
23 100 88 113 · ll4 112 
24 120 122 134 136 133 
25 100 .89 114 124 125 
26 .. 105 101 107 118 106 
27 . 120 121 129 121 119 
28 ,137 137 · 136 125 125. 
29 89 91 101 ll2 109 
30 93 110 96 114 ll4 
31 , 79 73 80 102 . 92 
32 142 92 119 118 10.3 
33 118 127 117 117 73 




TESTS ONE THROUGH THREE, . FAW DATA 
CIASS X, · GROUP Ila CIASS Y, .GROUP Ila 
No. 1st test 2nd test 3rtl test No. 1st test 2nd test 3rd test 
1 134 137 132 1 134 121 118 
2 137 137. 142 2 89; 103 76 
3 124 138 123 3 95 98 107 
4 62 ,, 64 83 4 113 119 110 
5 ~ 107 120 129 5 88 80 56 
.. 
' 6 82 ~6 119· 6 ., 95 ' ,·~ 95 105 ·1,. 
7 81 122 118 7 ' 91 93 91 
8 115 113 118 8 106 104 101 
9 95 114 101 9 102 101 89 
10 95 117 118 10 91 92 97 
11 95 123 111 ,11 107 133 112 
12 112 125 126 12 111 117 107 
13 104 109 108 13 86 86 121 
14 73 91 99 ; 14 90 97 115 
15 69 101 98 15 115 132 119 
16 124 107 127 
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TESTS ONE THROUGH THREE, FAW DATA 
CLASS X, GROUP IIb ClASS Y, GROUP IIb 
No. 1st test 2nd test 3rd test No. 1st test I 2nd test 3rd test 
1 86 106 117 1 113 114 112 
2 117 130 130 2 100 131 130 
3 108 120 118 3. 131 124 126 
4 130 134 134 4 125 130 120 
5 143 133 129 5 115 107 77 
6 133 134 135 6 99 93 95 
7 109 120 110 7 125 • 124 123 
8 95 118 130 8 120 124 135 
9 99 129 121 9 106 100 104 
10 122 130 129 10 113 129 132 
11 112 123 127 11, 127 134 129 
12 87 120 111 12 127 127 125 
13 115 125 117 13 121 121 112 
14 77 127 120 14 133 123 120 
15 133 131 120 15 118 120 120 
i 
16 105 107 110 16 118 119 118 
17 115 115 109 17 108 107 111 
18 ' 104 109 124 18 102 85 79 
19 119 136 134 . 19 120 115 109 
20 86 115 120 20 121 111 124 
21 116 128 124 
22 39 97 69 
23 129 123 125 
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FORMULAS USED IN COMPUTATIONS 
1. Standard Deviation of each Mean 
= 
2. Standard error of each Mean 
c:r- m = IN - 1 
3. Standard error of the Difference 
' I 2 2 er dif f = i/C-m +O-'m 1 . 2 
4. t-ratio 
51underwood, p. 121. 
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